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A summary of your Committee’s work on
smaller planning applications in 2007-08
Regular readers of this newsletter
will have been following the progress of some of the big developments around the city, from Osborne’s in the south to Graylingwell in the north, from gravel digging at Lavant to the new museum,
and the response of your Executive
Committee as each scheme unfolds. However, your Committee
also scans all planning applications
affecting Chichester, and sometimes neighbouring villages too.
We thought you might like an account of what we have been up to.

but there are now examples from
all over the city. We start from a
dislike of such infilling. The loss
of gardens and green space affects
not only the property itself, but
certainly also the near neighbours
and to some extent anyone passing
by. With the present government
defining gardens as ‘brownfield’
sites and putting obligations on
local councils to give brownfield
development priority, outright opposition rarely succeeds.

 6 Lavant Road, finally settled
June 2007; reduced from 15
flats to 8
 29 Lavant Road, January 2007,
four houses to replace one; refused
 28/29 Kings Avenue, November 2007, 14 dwellings to replace two bungalows; withdrawn
 39 Stockbridge Road, July
2007, reduced number of dwellings to allow parking space

Excessive Density

but we were unsuccessful at

We don’t try to comment on every
application, leaving things like loft
conversions and less obtrusive
shop fascias to one side. We do
however try to pick out any that
will affect the people and amenities of Chichester at large. Often
this just means a letter to the District Council, but for more important issues a committee member
will go and speak at the
‘Development Control Committee’
if they decide that the application
should go to a public hearing, or
we may send letters to individual
councillors on that committee.

However, we do look closely at
the density of development. Typically developers put in for a density more suitable to city centre
sites and have to be wrestled into
reducing this. We also expect preservation of garden space (i.e. not
all tarmac-paved for parking), and
a design sympathetic to the area
concerned.

 Litten Terrace, final application December 2007 including
backfilling
 Duncan Road, December
2007 ; four houses for one
though our main concern was a
traffic issue
 St James’ Square, November
2007; some 30 houses and flats
by the cemetery

Recent examples to which we objected include:

and still pending at the time of
writing:
 Development of the old Port-

Nor do we try to claim that our
representations are the only ones
which may affect councillors’ decisions. We like to think that as
representing some 700 members,
our views may have more weight
than most, but the truth is that if
only the Chichester Society objected, our views would be
brushed aside.

Infilling back gardens
The most frequent problem over
the last year or so has been the infilling of back gardens. Originally
this affected largely Summersdale,
Registered Charity No. 268055

We opposed over-development at 6 Lavant Road .
Permission was given for 8 flats rather than 15
(Continued on page 3)
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field Football ground
 Mount Lane, off Westgate,
where an architecturally significant bungalow would be demolished and new housing would
generate significant traffic flow
on the pedestrian/cycle access
to Chichester College and the
Westgate Centre.

Sites outside Settlement
Policy Area
The latest variation on this theme
is for developers to identify much
larger parcels of land as at Hunters
Rest (by the Esso garage in Lavant
Road) and at two schemes at Clay
Lane in Fishbourne. These both
propose developments outside the
‘Settlement Policy Area’ or SPA,
i.e. in the Chichester ‘Green Belt’
which is intended to prevent creeping development and to keep a gap
between the city and surrounding
villages. The Hunters Rest proposal is for 44 homes, and the two
schemes at Clay Lane sought permission for 21 and 50 homes respectively. The 21-home Clay
Lane application has been withdrawn and the 50-home one has
been turned down by CDC
(although the developer could appeal). Just as we go to press another even larger application has

This rural scene where Kings Avenue approaches the canal might have
been overlooked by 3-storey houses. The application has been withdrawn.

been made for 200 homes off
Blackboy Lane at Fishbourne ,
also outside the SPA.

The District Council has been
wrong-footed here by the rejection
of its Local Development Framework (LDF) by a planning inspector a couple of years ago. As there
is no current LDF, and insufficient
sites within the old Local Plan to
meet the Government’s rolling 5year target for housing numbers ,
Licensing applications too
developers are legally entitled to
claim that the Council must look at We also look at licensing applications. Again, by a piece of poorly
any application on its own merits
enacted law, we as the local amenity society cannot express our
opinion on applications to the Licensing Department of the District
Council. Only local residents,
strictly defined, and statutory bodies such as the police can do that,
despite the possibility of drunken
behaviour affecting the city as a
whole. However, in another twist,
extension of licensing hours requires separate planning permission, and we can and have objected
where it seemed that local residents would be disturbed, as at
Chichester Gate in April where
extensions were sought to 1.30 am
every night, and later at weekends.

We successfully opposed a licence extension to 1.30 am every night at Chichester Gate
ISSUE NUMBER 158 ~ SEPTEMBER 2008

and can appeal if permission is refused. We think that this is legal
nonsense, given the plans coming
on stream for Graylingwell, and
we are opposing all examples of
creeping development until the
new LDF can look at the area as a
whole. Perhaps the downturn in
the housing market will tide us
over until the matter can be properly looked at.
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Why spoil the facade of the park tavern set in this pleasant part of Priory Road?

the-wall’ in South Street, April
We also opposed an outdoor din2007 (a smaller version was
ing extension at the front of the old
approved)
Swan Inn in Westgate (now
 Excessive use of plastic on
“No.12”) which would have enshopfronts (a recent example,
croached on neighbouring resiJune 2008, at Nisa in East
dents’ amenities.
Street)
 Large illuminated signs at the
Advertising
convenience store in St Paul’s
Advertising in the city centre and
Road, March 2008
elsewhere can also be a problem.
 No less than 11 separate and
The District Council has published
quite large signs for the Arc
a set of guidelines for shopfronts,
carwash at Tesco at Fishbourne,
which are more honoured in the
November 2007
breach than the observance. They  Large cartouches, comprising
include:
the company logo in the middle
of lots of frilly bits of decora Fascias to be painted, not plastion, to be placed on the front of
tic or metal, and painted letterthe Park Tavern overlooking
ing (including the street
Priory Park, June 2007
number)
 A “smokers’ backyard” at the
 No illuminated signs in winHole In The Wall in St Martin’s
dows and no permanent adverStreet, affecting adjacent teatising attached to them
rooms. The original application
 No new hanging signs
was amended to meet objections and allowed as amended.
We tend to rely on the Conserva-

(Continued from page 3)

tion Area Advisory Committee to But we were unsuccessful at
point out to the District Council
 The Old Cross in North Street,
when retailers are attempting to
who replaced their sign showpersuade the CDC to break its
ing the Market Cross by a
guidelines, and instead come in
Celtic gravestone, designed by
when there is likely to be a marked
someone in Leeds who had obbreach. (Incidentally, the CCAAC
viously never been near Chichdislike hanging signs, but your
ester!
committee is undecided about
Phone masts
them. Do you have a view?).
We have successfully opposed:
 A very large Tesco ‘hole-inRegistered Charity No. 268055

Telephone masts are again a topic
where there are arguments for and

against. We all want mobile telephone access, but could do without
ugly masts. The worst of these,
which would have been bang in
front of the view of the Cathedral
approaching along Cathedral Way
from the west, has been refused
permission. We have been less
successful in opposing mast displacement from the water tower at
Graylingwell required by the forthcoming development. Indeed, we
have tried unsuccessfully to find
out why they have to be moved,
especially since each of several
antennae on the highly suitable
tower site has to be replaced by
three others in less suitable locations.

Design considerations
Design considerations are normally more significant for major
buildings such as the proposed
Museum in Tower Street. However we have recently successfully
opposed a new office on the old
Moore and Tillyer printing works
behind St John’s Chapel. Praised
by some architects as a ‘bold design statement’, it appeared to the
majority of your committee as a
piece of industrial Teesside
dropped into the middle of Georgian Chichester.

And in conclusion...
All this has perhaps sounded rather
negative. Bear in mind that there
are perhaps 20 applications a
month affecting Chichester, and
that the vast majority are nodded
through. In some cases we are
happy to offer support, more especially if the developer is kind
enough to ask us beforehand as in
the cases below (and, of course,
with major developments such as
Graylingwell):
 Rebuilt house at 8 North Walls
 Extension to Sainsbury’s
 Disabled access to library, now
being built

David Wilson
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East Walls to be
northbound
only
We were delighted by the decision of
the WSCC’s South Chichester Local
Committee on 11th June to implement a nine months’ trial of a change
in the permitted direction of traffic
for the length of East Walls so that it
will be northbound only. It will come
into effect on completion of the Shippams site building works. After nine
months a further decision will be
♦
made as to whether to make the
change permanent.
The Chichester Society’s Executive
Committee supports this change enthusiastically. It will reduce considerably the amount of traffic coming
into the North East Quadrant of the
inner city. This will support the
growing desire to limit traffic in the
centre of the City, a policy expounded in our policy paper on traffic in the City entitled “Containing
the Car” which we published in our
March 2007 Newsletter.
The reasons for our strong support of
the WSCC decision and our opposition to a southbound direction are:-

♦

If southbound traffic had been
allowed, this would be the first
recent decision that would
have the effect of encouraging
more traffic through the City
Centre, just what the Society
opposes.
The Eastgate proposals to improve pedestrian access to the
centre from the Hornet and
St.Pancras, and to enhance the
appearance of Eastgate, would
be reduced in their effectiveness if a new body of traffic
were allowed to enter Eastgate from East Street. It
would run counter to the intention behind the improvements to Eastgate.

♦

Traffic wanting to go west
from East Walls would frequently be tempted to use the
rat run across East Street and
down St. John’s Street to Market Avenue. The northward
flow only in East Walls would
prevent this.

David Laing

Autumn Countryside Show
Saturday 4 – Sunday 5 October
Come and experience the sights, sounds and
smells of a traditional harvest: enjoy heavy
horses ploughing, vintage tractors, steam
threshing, falconry, a fun Dog Show, and
countryside crafts to browse and buy.

Christmas Market Saturday 15 and
Sunday 16 November, 10.30am - 4pm.
Find that perfect Christmas gift or treat at a
traditional Christmas market, set in and
around the historic buildings on the Museum's
beautiful 45 acre site in the South Downs.
Avoid the parking charges and congestion of
the towns! Admission: £2.50

Tree Dressing
Sunday 7 December 12.30 – 4pm
A wonderful celebration for all the family of
the life-giving properties of trees. Make a
lantern (bring a jam jar!), and join the procession to dress the trees as darkness falls. Plus
headdress making, story telling, music, dance
and seasonal tasty treats!

A Sussex Christmas
26 December – 1 January 2009
Experience the traditions of Christmas past.
Walk off the Christmas pud as you enjoy our
traditionally decorated houses, crackling log
fires, festive fare, music and stories from
Tudor to Victorian times. Come and enjoy a
truly merry Sussex Christmas!

Open 10.30am – 6pm. Adults £8.50;
over 60s £7.50; children £4.50; family
(2+3) £23.50. Children under 5 free.
ISSUE NUMBER 158 ~ SEPTEMBER 2008
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The Graylingwell Hall or
The Case for Retention
The Graylingwell Hall was at the
heart of the hospital community. It
was where the patients ate their
meals and was much used for social events for both patients and
staff. It should now be preserved
not for historic or sentimental reasons but on the grounds of its architectural significance and long
term importance as a resource for
Chichester.
Unlike some other buildings on the
site the hall is not a listed building,
but this may be because it is not a
separate, distinct building that can
be considered in its own right but
is within a complex of other buildings. The original aim of the process to develop a Masterplan for the
redevelopment of the site was that
it would be ‘conservation led’
making the most of the opportunities for conversion and reuse of the
existing buildings.

An important survival
A survey by CgMs Consulting, a
leading historic buildings consultancy practice, was used to assess
the significance of all the buildings
at Graylingwell. The hall was
identified as an important survival,
with its leaded windows and exterior brick detailing setting it apart
from the other hospital buildings
and having definite character and
quality. It was described as a
building of ‘High Significance’
and was initially identified to be
retained for community use.

level at the east end is a balcony
and projection room and at the
west end access to changing
rooms.

Huge local and national
interest in preservation
There is huge interest both locally,
in preserving the hall for future
use, but also at a national level.
The Theatres Trust, the national
advisory body for theatres, has become involved and Charcoalblue,
a leading theatre consultancy practice, have been asked by the architects to review possible options for
this building. It is understood that
CAOS, the Chichester City Band,
and a number of other bodies, including the Chichester Festivities
and members of the local arts
group SWAG, would be interested
in using the hall. Once its future
was assured other users would
emerge, but if it were lost it is
highly unlikely that anything on
this scale would ever again be built
in Chichester.

Destruction would be
vandalism
In the 1950s the original Somerstown was destroyed in what is now
seen both locally and nationally as
an act of municipal vandalism. The
early nineteenth century cottages
could have been retained and restored, as those on the other side of
St Paul’s Road have been. To allow the Graylingwell Hall to be
destroyed now would be a similar
act of vandalism.

The hall must not be lost
Some thirty years ago the Chichester Society joined with local
groups to stop the demolition of
the Victorian school that was to
become the New Park Centre, now
poised for a major expansion. Today it should work with others to
help preserve another Victorian
building, the Graylingwell Hall.
This is a unique opportunity to
provide a major new resource for
Chichester – it must not be lost.

Barry Fletcher
(City Councillor)

Its unique size and facilities
The hall is unique in Chichester in
terms of its size and facilities. It
has a fully equipped stage, complete with proscenium arch and
orchestra pit. At the first floor
Registered Charity No. 268055
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Theatre: To be or not to be
The Case for Replacement
Most of us would like to keep as
many of the buildings in the original core of the hospital as possible
as part of the new community.
However, should the conservation
principle apply also to the former
Graylingwell Hall ( also known as
the Graylingwell theatre)?

Who could pay the Hall’s
hiring fees?
Is there sufficient demand to keep
the Hall solvent? The Hall is 411
square metres in size and could
hold about 400 people. The typical
basic rate for large room hire in
our area for an evening is at least
£1 per head, plus any extras required like speaker system, car
park stewards and any catering. £1
per head represents the approximate minimum cost at The Venue,
the Chichester Park Hotel and the
City Council’s upstairs Assembly
Room.
How many organisations are able
to afford at least £400 for just one
evening’s hire? Certainly not most
charities and other local groups.
Who else would provide the demand to cover the substantial running costs of a large facility?
The old Annual Reports from the
hospital reveal that in the hospital’s heyday there were over 1,000
patients on site to provide regular
audiences for a range of entertainments. Demand for particular
events would in future have to be
attracted from a much wider area,
mostly by car. This would involve
more traffic within the community
and beyond, plus more green areas
covered with tarmac for parking.

ISSUE NUMBER 158 ~ SEPTEMBER 2008

Is the Hall a suitable
building?

Do we want to crowd out
other alternatives?

Even if there were sufficient demand to keep the hall in regular,
frequent use, is the existing building suitable? It would require significant refurbishment. Maintenance and energy costs are likely
to be high with an old building
built without regard to energy conservation (see the height of the
Hall and the stage in the picture
above).

Retaining the theatre would crowd
out more flexible and more economic alternatives. There is only
so much money available for public facilities from the sums levied
by the council on the developers
(Section 106 money).

It is likely the new community
would prefer a modern mixed-use
facility, flexible enough to be
adapted to changing community
In addition to refurbishment, ade- demands, likely to include meetquate new supporting buildings ings, cultural events and a nursery.
would be required: catering facilities, toilets, entrance hall, chang- No one doubts the value of the
ing rooms etc. Noise levels could Hall in the past to the Hospital’s
be a problem for nearby residents. patients, but a new community’s
Access for emergency vehicles and needs will be different and demand
adequate exits for visitors could be an appropriate new building. We
difficult. Substantial car parking now have the opportunity through
would be required for visitors and the Graylingwell Forum to suggest
more traffic would be generated. its uses and influence its design.
Just what we want to avoid if posTony Dignum
sible.
www.chichestersociety.org.uk
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The Prospect for Tower Street
Progress with the proposed new District Museum
The Site
The Council chose Tower Street
for a new District Museum so that
the remains of the Roman baths
that lie beneath the Woolstaplers
car park could be displayed with
the collections that have been on
display in Little London. A new
museum is needed because the
present building cannot comply
with the Disability Discrimination
Acts or provide sufficient display
space for the artefacts held by the
present museum.

The Concept
The Council’s concept was to use
less than half the car park for the
Museum and to sell the remainder
for residential development, so that
the proceeds of this sale and the
sale of the Little London site could
be ploughed back into the new
museum.
In order to meet its requirements
within the available ‘footprint’, the
museum building needed to rise
through three storeys above the
basement, well above the
neighbouring houses and
approaching the height of the
nearby library.

This 1920s view
from the top of the
Bell Tower shows
how much Tower
Street has changed
in the last 80 years.
There was also concern about the height
of the museum building. The Chichester
Society suggested
that the top gallery
floor should also be
set back.
Some neighbours in
Tower Street and
Lancastrian Grange
consider that their
interests have not
been given sufficient
consideration. The
Chichester Society would also
have welcomed a formal response
to its comments.

Design Development
Two factors have been key to the
form of the development – the
wish to display the Roman remains
and the need for capital receipts to
make the project affordable.

During the development of the design, the Council’s wish to see a
prominent civic building has influenced changes in form and materials. The external elevations will be
made of precast panels of an artifiPublic Consultation
cial stone ‘Techrete’ but the colour
The public was invited to comment is likely to be nearer that of the
former church than is shown in the
on the proposals. The most comillustration.
mon concerns, shared by the
Chichester Society, related to the
The Council has followed a procheight of the residential developess of ‘value engineering’, in
ment. This was accordingly rewhich the value of each design eleduced from five to four storeys –
ment is tested against its cost. This
the top storey being set back from has led it to decide not to reduce
the street behind a terrace.
the display space, which could not
The consequence would be a
significant increase in the architectural scale of Tower Street – a
scale that had already been disrupted by the County Library.

Registered Charity No. 268055

be enlarged later. Instead it has
made savings on gallery displays
and investigated alternative
sources of funding.
A clearly ‘modern’ building in a
historic street in Chichester will
always arouse criticism but the
changes made during the development of the design have given the
Tower Street elevation a more restful character than was originally
exhibited.
Most of the top gallery floor has
been set back from the street. The
only section that comes forward to
the street has been located opposite
the gap between the Library and
No.5 so as to reduce the impact on
the existing houses. However this
section is two metres higher than
the initial concept.
The Pallant House Gallery has
shown the value of views out of
the galleries but a first floor oriel
(Continued on page 9)
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window with a view of the Bell
Tower has been omitted as an
economy. However, a top floor
window with a view of the Cathedral spire has remained.

Risks
There is a risk that The Heritage
Lottery Fund or private or charitable donors may not be able to
provide the additional £1 million
required to enhance the museum
displays.
Facilities for visitors – lifts and
toilets - have also been reduced
and the ventilation system simplified, so that the building may not
function as well as was intended.

The latest impression of the new museum as seen from West Street

The renewable energy objectives
of the original brief have also been
compromised by the omission of a
wood-pellet fuelled boiler and roof
lights.
In recent months, residential values have fallen and cost inflation
has increased so that the projected
net cost of the Museum to the
Council could still exceed the approved budget of £6.6 million.
Nevertheless, the project offers
Chichester an opportunity that is
unlikely to be repeated.

The Planning Applications
Just before we went to press two
planning applications were submitted. The references are 08/03201/
REG3 for the museum and
08/03210/REG4 for the associated
housing. Both are set out in full
detail on the Council’s website
The Chichester Society expects
that this application will also be
properly exhibited and that the
public will be given plenty of time
to consider it and to comment.

John Pavitt
(photos with permission from
Chichester District Council)
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We say “No!” to gravel extraction and processing
at Hunters Race, Lavant, proposed by Tarmac Limited
(By the time you receive this Newsletter, WSCC Planning Committee may already have determined this application at its September 2nd meeting.** No matter, we want you to know we have vigorously campaigned on
your behalf.)
The Chichester Society has lodged
an objection to this application
(Application No: LV/313/07) on
the following grounds:

It fails to conform to the
current Minerals Plan
There are three vital aspects to its
failure to conform:♦

♦

It would allow noisy, dusty
on-site Processing close to
Lavant for 14 years instead
of off-site, as laid down in
the Plan. In addition crushing stone is proposed on
site. Not only would there
be noise but also consequent light pollution from
winter afternoon working.
It would send 84 lorries a
day along Broyle Road,
Spitalfield Lane and Westhampnett Road, also for 14
years, instead of using rail
or conveyor as laid down
in the Plan.

The Valdoe site: We don’t want this at Lavant
♦

It would extend gravel extraction beyond the area
laid down in the WSCC
Minerals Plan, in particular
to areas near the southwestern end of Hunter’s
Race towards Sennicotts.

Gravel extraction would
threaten the peace, beauty
and tranquillity of the local
area.
Gravel should not be worked at all

in an area so close to the statutory
Area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty, which is proposed to be
part of the South Downs National
Park. The gravel workings are
shallow and the industrial plant
being used would be clearly visible and audible from the proposed
Park.
The application would imperil the
‘strategic gap’ which was designed
to prevent Lavant becoming a suburb of Chichester. The application
envisages what amounts to the
urbanisation of the south edge of
Lavant with a new bridge over
Centurion Way and a roundabout
with extensive lighting on the
A286 with signage, the removal of
trees and hedgerows and their replacement with tarmacadam. The
proposed new bridge over Centurion Way is a low quality solution
looking like a culvert with poor
provision for users of
the Way.
The application if granted would
involve a loss of public amenity
through denial of the quiet enjoy-

Spitalfields: Ambulance blocked by broken down gravel lorry
Registered Charity No. 268055

(Continued on page 11)
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ment of Centurion Way. Gravel
extraction at Hunters Race would
have a significant and adverse impact on the amenity of Centurion
Way for cyclists and pedestrians.
In summer dust from the silt compaction site would blow across
Centurion Way.
Centurion Way is used by families
and individuals as a major safe
link way from Chichester, via Lavant, to West Dean and then on to
the South Downs. It is also used by
ramblers, dog walkers and equestrians as there are several public
footpaths and bridleways which
are accessed from Centurion Way.

RAGE demo at proposed Lavant silt disposal area

In their recent supplementary submission to the WSCC, Tarmac has
consistently sought to underplay
the consequences of their plans
and to label their impact as
Our other concerns
‘insignificant’. To take just one
In addition to adding to congestion example, the measurement of
noise, the seven properties choon Spitalfield Lane, the same
heavy trucks would be grinding up sen by Tarmac for the survey lie
predominantly in the south and
and down from the Northgate gyIt would increase traffic
west of the site whereas most peoratory to and from the quarry.
congestion from Oaklands
ple live in the north-east, downIndependent
observations
would
wind
of the prevailing wind, which
Way out to Portfield
indicate that there is inadequate
experience shows can often double
the perceived noise level.
Heavy gravel lorries would have to enforcement by WSCC of planning
conditions
on
existing
gravel
negotiate narrow roundabouts and
pits, which means that the number We must fight this application so
narrow roads. In one recent inciplease join your Committee in
of permitted lorry movements is
dent a gravel lorry significantly
lending
support to RAGE
delayed an ambulance trying to get being regularly exceeded. This
situation makes it probable that an (Residents Against Gravel Extracto St Richard’s Hospital. In addition).
tion there could be vibration dam- agreed number of movements apage to road foundations, and even plicable to the new site would also You can learn more from their
be exceeded.
website:
to house foundations where there
(www.chi-rage.co.uk).
are older houses close to the lorry
As
it
is
proposed
to
sell
gravel
onroute, as in Spitalfield Lane.
You can contact RAGE by email
site to all comers we can expect
chi-rage@hotmail.co.uk,
While 84 vehicles a day may seem additional non-Tarmac lorries travby phone (01243 528467) or by
elling along any route through
less significant as a proportion of
post to Councillor Michael Hall,
total vehicle movements, it repre- Chichester or the Lavant Valley,
County Hall, Chichester
sents an increase in the number of adding further to congestion. Such
lorries would not be bound by con38-tonne mineral lorries going
Tony Dignum
ditions laid on Tarmac as to the
along Spitalfield Lane during a
route to be used, and would spread ** Only 10 days notice is given of
typical working day from 54 to
134, a staggering extra 150%! This vibration damage to other parts of the agenda for a Planning comestimate is based on a WSCC sur- the city.
mittee meeting. It is open to the
vey of present traffic and Tarmac's
public.
These footpaths & public bridleways would have to be diverted or
even closed if this gravel extraction and washing plant is approved. The latest submission has
not addressed how these rights of
way would be redirected or even
protected.
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own figures. Furthermore, vibration damage from lorries rises out
of proportion to the weight of the
vehicle.
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Brandy Hole Copse
Chichester's own Local Nature Reserve: Five Years’ Progress
Brandy Hole Copse is Chichester's own Local Nature Reserve,
and is on the north western edge
of Chichester by the B2178
Funtington road. It is well worth
another visit if you have not been
recently.
Five years ago the 6.5 hectares (15
acres) of woodland and ponds
which make up Brandy Hole
Copse had just been made a Local
Nature Reserve by the District
Council. This was the first time
the local authority had made such
a designation, with its corollary
commitments of protection and
on-going financial and technical
support. Most nature reserves in
the south are designated by English Nature (now Natural England)
or by the county Wildlife Trusts. It
was a considerable feather in the
cap of the stalwart volunteers of
the Brandy Hole Copse Conservation Group who had worked so
hard since the Great Storm of 1987
to clear their much-damaged local
copse and restore it as a pleasant
wooded walk and amenity for all.
Designation of the Copse as a
Nature Reserve led, among other
benefits, to the setting up of a
Management Board, representing District, County and City Authorities, as well as Natural England, Sussex Wildlife Trust and
other advisers, to assist the local
volunteer groups. The Board
meets quarterly but expertise is
on call as needed. It was bidden
to establish a 5-year Management Plan for the Copse, based
on surveyed conservation needs
and agreed objectives, which
were, and still are, to maintain the
area as an informal woodland reserve, to protect and enhance the
natural biodiversity, and to proRegistered Charity No. 268055

mote community understanding
and involvement in nature conservation.
In addition to the tall oaks, there
are acres of over-mature sweet
chestnut which need restoring to
the old coppicing rotations; there
is a rich seasonal ground cover of
wild flowers, including bluebells
in spring; there are three ponds
with their own plant life; there are
attractive habitats for birds, bats,
small animals, and many butterflies, moths and insects. There are
also, for those interested in archaeology, parts of the Iron Age
Chichester Entrenchments, rare
survivals of early quarrying and
of 20th century wartime defences,
and maybe the 18th century

smugglers' dens that gave the
Copse its evocative name but
haven't yet yielded up their secrets.
Quietly, a great deal has been
achieved over the first five years.
Paths have been laid out to improve public access, attractive
seats cut from felled timber, information boards and leaflets strategically located. Trees have been
numbered and surveyed, open areas created, a coppicing programme begun. The three ponds
have been cleared and planted for
amenity and wildlife, bird and bat
boxes put up, and shelters created
for small insects and animals.
Much has been done by the faith(Continued on page 13)
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(Continued from page 12)

ful few of the Brandy Hole
Copse Conservation Group,
who turn out each week to cut
and clear and keep the place tidy
and safe, but credit must go also
to visiting conservation teams,
council staff and contractors,
natural history enthusiasts and
students, and to regular walkers
through the Copse who keep an
eye on things. Everyone's reward
has come with each spring and
summer, as the Copse gets
greener, and the colour and diversity of the plant and insect
life increases; the regular biodiversity surveys also bear witness
to these increases. And last summer the hard work in the Copse
was recognised with a Silver
Award by the judges of the
South East in Bloom competition!
Now we have just prepared our
second Five Year Management
Plan, to improve the Copse even
further between now and 2013,
through improved visitor access
and facilities, a more sustainable
coppicing cycle, extension of
conservation work outside the
immediate copse boundaries, programmes to encourage closer
community involvement etc, as
well as continuing all those regular maintenance tasks that both
the wildlife and the human visitors require.

The new Plan is published by
Chichester District Council and is
on their website at:www.chichester.gov.uk. Some of
the actions in the Plan are already
under way, most noticeably the
recent coppicing of one area of
chestnut; sections of the Copse
will be cut back each winter in
rotation to restore a traditional
12-15 year cycle and increase the
range of habitats.
If you would like to know more
about the Reserve, or become
more directly involved, why not
join The Friends of Brandy
Hole Copse, which produces
regular newsletters, arranges
talks and walks, holds working
parties and social events, and

now has a large membership of
local residents, dog walkers,
naturalists, and interested visitors
and supporters. The individual
annual subscription is still only
£2 a year, and the chairman, Graham Ault of 38, Croft Mead,
Chichester POl9 6RW (01243
528753) would be glad to supply
more details. At the Friends'
AGM in April, plans for the coming year were agreed. These
again included Guided Walks
round the Copse by experts during the Chichester Festivities in
July.
In a future article we will take
you on a tour in words and pictures around this fascinating Local Nature Reserve on our doorstep. As housing demands press
on our city boundaries, and agricultural changes threaten our
countryside, protecting our local
nature reserves is of vital importance, both for nature conservation and for local people's quiet
enjoyment now and in the future.

Nigel Brown
Chairman of the Brandy Hole
Copse Local Nature Reserve
Management Board
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West Street: to chop or not to chop?
Your responses to the Article in Newsletter 157,
“Beyond Paradise: Where the Cathedral Close meets West Street”
This article in the last Newsletter
outlined various ideas for the large
open space that runs along West
Street from the Cross to the Bell
Tower. These ideas were not original, nor were they recommended
by the Chichester Society’s Executive Committee. The aim was to
arouse interest in the setting of
some of our most important historic buildings.

ences for retaining the trees and
thinning their crowns regularly.
One reader emphasised that any
work to the trees should be undertaken by “proper tree surgeons –
not hackers”. Those in favour of
Option 2 did not make it clear how
much change they would like to
see at ground level but the sketch
had shown the removal of kerbs,
re-paving and new street furniture.

We received eight thoughtful
responses, including some from
long-serving members of the
Society.

Other Comments

Option 1
Only one reader was in favour of
the removal of the lime trees and
the planted beds and their kerbs.
Seven respondents were against
the removal of the trees, arguing
that a year-round, uninterrupted
view of the Cathedral was unnecessary. One pointed out that the
shade provided by the limes was
welcome.
Option 2
There were only four clear prefer-

One reader made a specific comment on replacement of the railings
that formerly defined the Close,
saying that this would make the
Cathedral appear less welcoming
without solving the problems of
sent arrangements should remain.
litter and misuse.
The author of this article favours
Another emphasised the imporOption 2, so long as the trees can
tance of keeping the central bus
be managed successfully and restops in West Street. Any other
paving levels worked out to protect
location would be significantly less the tree roots and provide safe and
convenient.
comfortable walking.
As with most issues in Chichester,
there are many different views.
Perhaps the author should have
included a ‘no change’ option as
some people consider that the pre-

When the nine limes eventually
reach the end of their life, there
will be time for another debate.

John Pavitt

..and Cicestrian adds his response too
I've always been wary about gut
reactions. They can turn out to be
dead right in the long run, but
more often than not prove to
be totally wrong. My immediate gut reaction on reading about a
suggestion that some of the lime
trees in front of the Cathedral
should be axed was one of downright hostility.

one which dismays most Chichester Society members.
The proposal was put forward at
the annual parish meeting by the
Cathedral's consultant architect,
Colin Kerr. Looking through the
Observer's account of his talk, his
reasoning seemed perfectly cogent,
and the idea of creating an extensive, uncluttered open space in
West Street was appealing.

irritated. At least, that was my initial feeling. But the next time I
walked slowly along West Street
from the City Cross to the roundabout and back, I found myself
starting to take a different view.

The medieval cathedral bell tower
is a unique and fascinating building. There is nothing else like it
anywhere in the country. As most
Trees are crucial features in urban
local people are aware, it is in need
landscapes, and the prospect of
But the suggestion that trees which of expensive and extensive restorafelling any of them without very
tion work to preserve it, and at
have adorned the city centre for
good reason - particularly mature
the best part of a century should be some point in the not too distant
specimens like these, planted early cut down left me feeling angry and
(Continued on page 15)
in the last century - is, I am sure,
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(Continued from page 14)

future the Dean and Chapter will
no doubt have to turn their attention to this.
They will presumably consider the
possibility of some sort of new
use, or uses, for at least part of the
tower, while retaining its original
inspirational concept of ringing
bells to the glory of God. Whatever is done there, the building
will retain its imposing appearance
for posterity.
Meanwhile, a few hundred yards
away, that other unique
and imposing structure, the City
Cross, which celebrated its 500th
anniversary just a few years ago, is
another impressive historic presence in the heart of our city.
Both of these splendid buildings
are obscured - very obscured, in
the summer months, when foliage
is at its thickest - by trees.
The dilemma the city faces is
whether to sacrifice some of these

ISSUE NUMBER 158 ~ SEPTEMBER 2008

to allow the full splendours of the
two unique buildings to be fully
exposed to view.
At the same time, the creation of
an extensive open piazza is an attractive concept, particularly if it is
declared a no-go zone for buses
and delivery vehicles, which can
surely be diverted around it.
Scope for other tree-planting in
this very large area can be found,
carefully arranged to preserve the
potentially matchless historic
views of the Cathedral, the bell
tower and the Cross.
Just yards from this location, the
District Council is gearing up to go
ahead with its ambitious plans to
create a new Roman baths museum for the city, opening up the
2nd century remains and transferring the Little London District museum to the Tower Street site.
This imaginative project, together
with the transformation of West
Street and the fully exposed glo-

www.chichestersociety.org.uk

The summer view of the bell tower
from the Market Cross

ries of the bell-tower and the
Cross, could be a matchless legacy
for future generations of Cicestrians.
Editor’s Note: Cicestrian is an
independent writer and not a
member of the Society’s Executive
Committee
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Chichester Citizens Advice Bureau
The Citizens Advice Bureau is a national organisation which does not
receive any central government funding at local level. It is nationally recognised for the valuable work the bureaux do assisting local citizens with
their many personal problems both
domestic and financial.
The Chichester bureau is the busiest
in West Sussex. It was founded on
the 11th December 1964 when 60 representatives from voluntary agencies
attended a public meeting and a steering committee was formed. Chichester RDC, predecessor of the Chichester District Council, voted a grant of
£400. Currently the basic running
costs are funded by CDC and West
Sussex County Council.
Capital costs are left to the bureau and
this is where “The Friends” step in,
responding promptly to any justified
request for financial help. “The
Friends” is a registered charity, whose
current President is the Dean of
Chichester, the Very Reverend Nicholas Frayling; it has no administrative
costs.
The Bureau opened its doors to the
public, with fourteen trained volunteers, on the 14th June 1965. In the
first nine and a half months it dealt
with 1671 cases. This figure continues
to grow dramatically on an annual
basis with 2007/8 being no exception
and Chichester is still the busiest bureau in West Sussex.
At an early meeting, one resident described it as “a perfect example of
subsidised luxury”. Since 1965 the
Bureau has dealt with nearly half a
million enquiries, which would suggest a necessity rather than a luxury,
especially in the present economic
climate. The history states that there
were 416,460 enquiries between 1965
and 2004 (or about 40 every weekday).
Our Bureau in Chichester is an asset
we should all cherish. It is run by
Rose Lodge who heads a dedicated
team with an absolute minimal
budget. This year “The Friends” have
Registered Charity No. 268055

Advisers at work in the CAB offices in Theatre Lane
received a request to assist with upgrading various items of office equipment, some of which have well outlived their expected life span.

Fund-Raising Concert
“The Friends” are organising a choral
concert at St. Paul’s Church on 18th
October 2008 which features the
Gloucestershire Police Choir.
This choir is well known internationally and has very kindly offered its
support at absolutely no cost to “The
Friends”. Their programme is varied,
catering for all tastes. It is scheduled
to start at 7.30pm and wine and soft
drinks will be available prior to the
concert and during the interval.

PLEASE SUPPORT THIS
VERY WORTHY CAUSE.
Tickets costing £10 will be available
from the following outlets:∗

∗
∗

Chichester Citizens Advice Bureau by postal application or
personal callers
Chichester Tourist Office
Bastows of North Street Chichester

Frank Garrett
(former District Councillor)

A real threat to our
CAB
The Legal Services Commission
(LSC) plans to establish Community Legal Advice Centres
(CLACs) across the country.
These will receive funding from
the LSC and also are likely to receive the funding now given by
local authorities, like the WSCC
and CDC, to Citizens Advice Bureaux, so threatening the latter’s
future existence.
The LSC exists to administer legal aid and to advise only those
eligible for legal aid, a far narrower objective than that of
CABs. The WSCC say the CABs
would be encouraged to tender to
run the CLAC but they would be
up against legal firms with more
specialist legal knowledge. The
benefit to any citizen, regardless
of their means, of the CAB’s advisers’ general knowledge of debt,
welfare benefit, housing and other
issues would be lost.
Please write to your County
Councillor in support of our
Citizens Advice Bureaux.

Tony Dignum
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ises, hence the proliferation of A
Boards. If the latter are to be removed
with the support of traders, adequate
alternatives are needed. The monoliths are unsuitable for this purpose as
the writing on them cannot be read
The Chichester Society has been con- unless the reader is very close and this
cerned with the proposals for
defeats the aim of showing the casual
“Monolith” signposts in the city. An
passer-by what shops are off the
opportunity for a re-think of the plan
main street. The first example in
to roll out 22 of these signs has arisen North Street is inconspicuous and not
as the District Council’s own Develobvious to passers-by, yet brighter
opment Control South Committee has colours would not be in keeping with
referred the matter back to officers.
the area. Condensation is forming inSo now we have a breathing space to side the plastic and cleaning off bird
go back to first principles and exammess has been neglected.
ining the purposes of signage.
The main rationale of the monoliths
We can all agree a need for
was that they could contain informageneral direction signs.
tion about the businesses in side
In our view the existing fingerposts
do the job adequately, although maintenance appears to have been neglected. We would question why they
should be removed. They are popular
in places with a historical tradition.
We know they are not fashionable in
municipal and design circles in other
areas but is that an adequate reason
for change? We would recommend
the finger-posts be retained and properly refurbished. They are welldesigned and in keeping with Chichester. The monoliths introduce, officially, large expanses of plastic into
the streetscape. Surely the painted
fingerposts are more in keeping with
CDC's own style guidelines?

Those Monoliths:
we ask the CDC to
think again

The city also needs a method of
displaying relatively fixed detailed information (for example,
street plans and lists of shops).
We are not convinced the monolith
represents an advance on current provision but, restricted to showing fixed
information, there may possibly be a
case for a few monoliths in certain
locations, certainly not 22. We dislike
the monolith design as it is in conflict
both in material, shape and design
with the surrounding buildings and
materials.

Owners of businesses just off the
main streets are understandably anxious to advertise their presence. Retailing is a tough and competitive area
of commerce, with high costs including soaring rents and hefty business
rates. It would be unreasonable just to
sweep away the A-boards and leave
the traders to sink or swim regardless,
and some alternative form of effective
advertising for them must be found.
To meet the traders’ needs and get rid
of A-Boards, we would suggest that
the better solution would be to erect
large wooden painted boards on the
walls of buildings adjacent to the
main street or, where there is no appropriate wall, as free standing boards
on posts set at the end of the side
street. These boards would have the
names and business of the shops in
the side street written by a sign-writer.
They should incorporate the city’s
coat of arms. They should not be used
as direction indicators or for advertisements. The boards would be
needed only for side streets like Crane
Street, Little London or St. Martin's
where there are shops. There would
then be no need for A-Boards and
shops would have to accept that they
cannot list all their wares as some try
to on the A-Boards. The new displays
should replace the traders’ need to
have A-Boards and their removal
should be strictly enforced by WSCC.
There is an opportunity for the
CDC to re-think.
A rethink would avoid an outlay of
around £100,000, or around £5,000
per monolith. In these financially difficult times, this is an important consideration.

Shops off the main North/South/
West/East Street thoroughfares
need to display often frequently
changing information .
Traders off the main streets need to be
able to attract shoppers to their premISSUE NUMBER 158 ~ SEPTEMBER 2008

streets, and thus replace A-boards. It
is clear, now that we have a specimen
sign, that each side street trader would
be restricted to what could go on a
sign about 15cm square, which the
traders with some justification view as
completely inadequate, and in addition inflexible as current offers could
not be easily inserted, a vital consideration for retailers in fiercely competitive times. Nor could changes of
shop ownership be made without
great expense.

David Laing
www.chichestersociety.org.uk
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David Rudkin: our Guest Speaker
at our AGM on October 15th
David Rudkin, was Director of
Fishbourne Roman Palace from
1979 until this year.
During those 28 plus years over
two and a half million visitors
came to see the Palace and its mosaics. Up to 30,000 children a year
visit the Palace where improvements in the educational facilities
have been recognised twice with
the receipt of the highly acclaimed
Sandford Award for educational
excellence.

on a Dolphin mosaic, and then the
Fortress mosaic buried below.
He has always shown his great enjoyment of his job and the satisfaction it has given him, despite the
inevitable ups and downs.

He left school at 16 after his Olevels and took a job using his
technical drawing skills and helped
set up a local archaeology society.
Thus began his fascination with
archaeology and the prompting of job in Portsmouth in 1972 as
a career change.
keeper of exhibits at Portsmouth
He was involved in several impor- So off he went to Sheffield UniCity Museum, and curator at
tant excavations on the site. Best
versity to read archaeology and pre Southsea Castle, and thence to
known are the finding of the Cupid history. This equipped him for the Fishbourne seven years later.

The New Mayor: Councillor David Siggs
tional level. He left the Army in
1985 after completing 22 years
with the Colours.

The new mayor was born in 1945,
in Farnborough, Hampshire but
moved to Chichester when only a
few days old. His mother was born
and raised in Chichester and his
father was born in Uckfield, East
Sussex. His father Tom was a City,
District and County Councillor. He
was Mayor in 1970/71 and died in
July 2000. His mother Peggy still
lives at the family home in
Fishbourne and keeps an active
and interested eye on her sons and
Chichester.
David was educated at Kingsham
County Primary School, Lancastrian Secondary Modern School
(now the Chichester High School
for Boys) and Bognor Regis College of Further Education. He left
school aged 15 and started an
Electrical Engineering apprenticeship. He was a member of the
team that installed the very first
computer into County Hall and
carried out the electrical installation work on the Rousillon
Barracks Guardroom, Keep and
Museum.
Registered Charity No. 268055

He took up the position of General
Manager with a publishing company in Brighton until it was
bought by an Essex-based company in 1996. He then formed his
own computer services company
in 1997.
David was first elected to the City
Council for 1991-1995 and since
being re-elected in 1999 has
served ever since for the South
Ward. He has been City Bailiff ,
Deputy Mayor and Mayor (in
2002-03). He has also served on
the District Council.

He joined the Army in 1963 and
trained as an Aircraft Engineer
(Electronics & Instruments) in the
Royal Electrical & Mechanical
Engineers (REME). He requalified as an Electro-Mechanical
Engineer and saw Service in Eng- He is married with two adult
land, Germany, Cyprus and North- sons. His wife Margaret works
for Linda's Pantry/Tudor Caterern Ireland.
ing. His elder son Richard is a
David represented the Army in Sergeant with Sussex Police and
International Rally Sport as both his younger son Michael is serva driver and navigator, rallying in ing with REME.
England and Germany at InternaTHE CHICHESTER SOCIETY NEWSLETTER
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THE CHICHESTER SOCIETY
Notice is given of the Annual General Meeting of the Society
to be held on Wednesday 15th October 2008 at 7:30pm
in the Upstairs Assembly Room, North Street, Chichester
The constitution requires that the
members of the Executive Committee (16 places) and the Chairman, Vice Chairman, Hon. Secretary and Hon. Treasurer are elected
at each A.G.M.
Nominations in writing, supported
by a seconder and with the consent
of the nominee, are therefore requested. They must be received by
the Hon. Secretary, David Wilson,
at his address below, 14 days before the date of the meeting (i.e. by
Wednesday, 1st October). A
nomination form is attached below. Please provide similar information for any other nominations.

put questions and initiate discus- After the formal business is comsion after each of the Reports.
plete a glass or two of wine or soft
drink and light refreshments will
A list of nominations received and be served.
details of any motions received
will be sent by post to members as At about 8:30pm, after this insoon as possible after nominations terval, David Rudkin, Director
close unless no positions are con- of Fishbourne Roman Palace
tested and no further motions are until his recent retirement, will
submitted.
give a talk on “The FishbournePrior to the elections the Meeting Chichester Connection. ”
will discuss and decide on a Resolution from the Executive
By order of the Executive
Committee as set out below:
Committee

“In accordance with rule 10.1.1.,
this General Meeting agrees that
the restriction of the term of
office of the Chairman to five
In addition to the elections, the years shall be waived for one
Officers will present their Reports. year in respect of Tony
Members will be encouraged to Dignum.”

David Wilson,
Hon. Secretary,
11 North Walls,
Chichester,
PO19 1DA
August 22nd 2008

Retirements have created
some vacancies on your Committee and we invite you to put
yourself forward now for election at the upcoming AGM.

judgement, and a team player with a gift for expressing ideas clearly and effectively. As a Committee
member you would join us at 7pm on the first Tuesday of each month (except August) for about 2 hours.
Any further commitment is up to you.

You are welcome whether you
have relevant professional expertise or are an able generalist
with a love of our city, good

If you are interested, or if you know someone who
could be, please contact our Chairman,
Tony Dignum, on 538585 or our Hon. Secretary,
David Wilson, on 536725.

CHICHESTER SOCIETY
NOMINATION FORM 2008

Please cut out this form and send it to :David Wilson, Hon. Secretary, 11 North Walls,
Chichester, PO19 1DA to reach him by 1st October, 2008

TITLE OF OFFICE
NOMINEE'S NAME IN
BLOCK CAPITALS
NOMINEE’S ACCEPTANCE

(SIGNED)

PROPOSER (SIGNED)
SECONDER (SIGNED)
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Our Life Members Respond Magnificently
Your Committee decided that it
was timely to review the various
categories of our life members.
We found that many of our life
members had paid little or nothing
since joining for £1 or £2 back in
the early 80s or even earlier in the
years when the Society was establishing itself in 1973-75.

retain their life membership and
will be invited to our meetings.
Not only did many respond but a
number generously made donations totalling £365.
The exercise also revealed that
many life members had moved or
died without our being informed
and so did not respond to our letter; one had died in 1986 but his
wife who was not interested in the
Society had omitted to inform us
until now!

We thought that it was fair to ask
this particular group of life members to pay a modest annual sum in
order to continue to receive their
copy of the Newsletter. We considered a reasonable amount
should be £4 per annum to cover
the four regular issues.
Over 70% of those contacted responded and the overwhelming
majority of those responding opted
to pay the £4 per annum in order
to continue to receive the Newsletter. Only one person of those con-

tacted disputed (anonymously) our
right to request payment for the
Newsletter.
Life members who preferred not to
receive the Newsletter of course

Mary Corell
SCHOOL OF ITALIAN
Courses at all levels start on Tuesday
SEPTEMBER 9th 2008 and are held at

Fernleigh, 40 North St, Chichester
Come and learn the language
in the language
ENQUIRIES: 01243 513146

Matthews Hanton Ltd
Chartered Certified Accountants &
Registered Auditors
ACCOUNTANCY, AUDITING
and TAXATION
BUSINESS PLANS and
START-UP SCHEMES
A FULL RANGE OF FINANCIAL
and BUSINESS SERVICES

Books,

First Half-Hour Consultation Free
93 ALDWICK ROAD,
BOGNOR REGIS
PO21 2NW
Telephone (01243) 861521
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MEMBERSHIP

We therefore thought it prudent to
contact another category of life
members; namely those who had
paid significant amounts in the
past but had joined before 2002
and were not otherwise familiar to
us. There were 52 members in that
category and we had responses
from all but 4 of them to confirm
their address. They also donated a
further £595.
The whole exercise convinced us
that we need to do an address
check with life members every 2
years or so in future, to ensure our
records are accurate and that
newsletters and postage are not
wasted.
We were delighted to have so
many warm and generous responses from those with many
years of membership; there were
warm words for the work of your
Committee and for the Newsletter.

Tony Dignum
THE NEWSLETTER

Annual Membership: £5 by Standing Order;
£7 by cheque
Under-18s: £2.50
Joint Membership (double): £8.00 by Standing
Order; £10 by cheque
Corporate membership: £100.00 (one-off payment)
Life Membership (60 and over):
£75 single; £ 100 joint
Applications for membership and annual
subscriptions to the Chairman, Tony Dignum,
Highgate House, West Broyle Drive, Chichester
PO19 3PP (01243 538585)
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Advertising: Martyn Bell (01243 839704)
Letters to the Editor to the Secretary, 11 North
Walls, Chichester PO19 1DA
Neither the Editorial Sub-Committee nor the Society
necessarily subscribe to the views expressed by our
contributors, but we believe that all shades of
opinion should be expressed in this newsletter. The
Editorial Sub-Committee reserves the right to edit as
necessary any submitted articles and letters.
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